A point mutation of proline 308 in diphtheria toxin B chain inhibits membrane translocation of toxin conjugates.
Diphtheria toxin (DT) is a soluble protein that translocates across hydrophobic lipid bilayers in response to low pH. The translocation activity of DT has been localized to the 40-kDa toxin B chain and can be expressed independently of the C-terminal receptor binding site. Buried hydrophobic domains in DT are thought to participate in the membrane translocation process. We have identified a mutant form of DT, CRM 102, that has a point mutation at position 308 (Pro----Ser) within one of these hydrophobic domains. CRM 102 conjugated to a monoclonal antibody against the T cell receptor, the transferrin receptor, or transferrin itself is approximately 10-fold less toxic than native DT or a control DT mutant, CRM 103, linked to the same binding moieties. Direct measurement of membrane translocation activity by exposure of cells to low extracellular pH demonstrates that CRM 102 conjugates express only 10% of the translocation activity of the control toxin conjugates. However, when CRM 102 or 102 conjugates bind and kill cells via the DT receptor, no reduction in membrane translocation activity is observed. The defect in CRM 102 is not evident in the presence of 20 mM NH4Cl. The defect in translocation also has no effect on the ratio of the lag time before protein synthesis inhibition begins to the rate of protein synthesis inhibition. Thus, the proline-serine substitution at position 308 disrupts the membrane translocation process and distinguishes between two routes of DT entry: DT receptor-mediated entry and entry mediated by alternate receptors.